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This presentation provides details on the new AS3 protocol support on WebSphere® 

Partner Gateway V6.1 hub. 
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The agenda for this presentation starts with an overview followed by AS3 support, required 

configuration and explains the inbound and outbound flow of AS3 documents in the 

hub. Next in the agenda is problem determination that discusses common recurring 

mistakes made during the configuration of AS3 and how to resolve them. Last in the 

agenda is the summary and references. 
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The next section covers the overview of AS3 support. 
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AS3 is a new specification standard protocol that describes how to exchange structured 

business data securely using the File Transfer Protocol (FTP) or secure FTP. Using this 

protocol allows applications to communicate Electronic Data Interchange ( EDI ) or XML 

data or any other data using FTP over the internet, enabling user to connect, deliver and 

reply to data securely and reliably. 

AS3 provides security for the transport payload through digital signatures and data 

encryption and ensures reliable delivery through the use of receipts called MDNs ( 

Message Disposition Notification). 

WebSphere Partner Gateway supports large file handling through  sending plain 

documents  or compressed documents. 
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The content of AS3 message is shown here.  

An AS3 message must contain the headers for “AS3-To”, “AS3-From”, “Date”, a 

“Message-ID” and “Content-Type”. 

An AS3 message may optionally contain the headers for “Subject”, “AS3-Version” which 

default to 1.0, and “Content-Length”. 

An AS3 message requesting a receipt must contain Disposition-Notification-To header and 

may optionally contain a “Disposition-Notification-Options” header, if the receipt is to be 

signed.  Additional headers may be present but are ignored. 

AS3 feature headers which are present with the AS3-Version as 1.2  are not supported in 

WebSphere Partner Gateway V6.1.  These feature headers will indicate what 

feature the sender of the message supports. For example,  “Multiple Attachments” feature 

where the sender is capable of sending  multiple EDI documents over AS3 or the 

Certificate exchange feature for exchange of certificates. 
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The next section covers the list of supported AS3 features in WebSphere Partner Gateway 

V6.1 
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The flow on the page shows the AS3 document flow within WebSphere Partner Gateway 

hub. 

The first case is the inbound AS3 to None flow. 

In this case, the partner places the AS3 document on the FTP server. The  FTP receivers 

configured in hub will pick up the AS3 file and will be placed on the main inbound 

queue of Business Processing Engine (BPE) of the Document manager.  BPE picks up 

the messages on the inbound queue and applies AS un-package handler. The 

document goes through un-package, parsing and logging. During the logging the 

document information is written to AS transaction store. The AS Engine will use this 

information to generate the MDN. The unpackaged document will go through the 

outbound flow where it is sent to destination through the Delivery Manager. 

Another case is the “None” to outbound AS3 flow. 

In this case, the EDI document is picked by the receiver in any of the supported protocols. 

The document is placed on to Main_InboundQ of BPE application. The BPE process 

will pick the messages from the main inbound queue, the document goes through the 

inbound workflow steps. If any variable flow is defined , then the configured action will 

be performed on the document. Then the document proceeds through the outbound 

workflow. In this case the EDI document is packaged with AS packaging and will be 

sent to  Delivery Manager. In this case the delivery manager uses FTP transport to 

send the document to FTP server. The Partner can pick the document from the FTP  
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Listed on this page are the AS3 support in WebSphere Partner Gateway V6.1. It allows 

sending and receiving plain and secured documents. It supports signature, encryption 

and compression. It uses “gLib” based compression. It can generate and 

asynchronously send MDN for the receiving document depending on sending agent’s 

request. The MDN could be signed or unsigned. It supports content transfer of Base-

64, quotable-printable, 7-bit and 8-bit encodings. 
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Continuing with the AS3 support, AS3 engine uses the ftp URL supplied on the document 

to send the MDN instead of FTP destination URL defined on the gateway. That is the 

document URL takes precedence over gateway URL. 

It supports the folded headers. If an AS3 header like content-type appear on two lines, the 

AS3 engine takes care of such situation. 

Some partners require the document to be transferred to some temp location and once it 

is completely written, it needs to be moved to a destination directory. A new command 

has been added to support this. 

“mputren “ will  take the document passed and puts as  *.tmp and renames the  *.tmp file 

to original file name. 

In the above example, it is renamed and moved to “/destination” directory. 
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The next section covers the administration or configuration steps needed for this function. 
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If MDN is requested for AS3, you will need to configure FTP address for the requested 

MDN. 

The hub’s receiver needs to be configured as FTP scripting receiver for receiving the AS3 

document. Similarly, the partner’s destination needs to be configured as FTP or FTP 

scripting.  

All other configurations remain the same like in AS1 or AS2. 
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The panel shows the configuration of the destination for transport of FTP Scripting. FTP 

scripting sender can be configured by specifying the IP address, user ID and password 

of the FTP server. When using for AS3, set the Lock User to “No”. The lock user option 

is used for EDI documents.  Next step is to upload and save the script file. The 

destination uses FTP “mput” command or variant of “mput” command.  

The configuration of the receiver is done in a similar way. The receiver uses FTP mget 

command.  

If the FTP server is not running on the default port of 21, then you need to specify the port 

number along with the IP address in the Server IP field. 
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Here’s a sample of the FTP script files, one for the destination and one for the receiver. 

On the destination, the sample script does multiple puts multiple files as temporary file and 

moves to the right destination with the correct file names. The variables used are 

substituted by the destination’s server IP address, user ID and password. 

The script file will have mput command  or variants of mput for sending the document 

On the receiver side, the sample gets all the files from the “receive” directory and deletes 

the files. This is done by the “mgetdel” command. 
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The participant connection of None to AS and AS to None are shown. The None to AS will 

be on the sender side whereas the AS to None will be on the receiver side. 
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The next section covers the best practices and problem determination. 
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One cause of the problem is that MDN FTP URL is not defined when MDN is requested. 

You will see the message as shown in the panel.  

If FTP MDN URL is not defined and an MDN is requested then the error  ‘AS MDN FTP 

URL’  is thrown by hub, as seen in the panel. 

The solution is to define the FTP MDN URL or set the MDN request to false. The FTP 

MDN flag and URL attributes are set on the target side of the “None” to “AS” participant 

connection. 
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If a sync MDN is requested then an error saying AS MDN must be configured as Async will 

be encountered. 

AS3 supports only async mode of operation , Hence change the attribute value of  AS 

MDN Asynchronous to Yes. 
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If the EDI document, sent with AS3 packaging, is not encrypted, it is because the 

“ASEncrypted” attribute is set to “no”.  

The solution is to set the “ASEncrypted” attribute to “Yes”. 
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When sending a document using AS3 causes the error “No encryption certificate for the 

partner”, the problem is that the partner certificate has not been uploaded in the hub. The 

solution is to upload the partner certificate. 
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When sending an EDI document with AS encryption and hub already has the certificate 

uploaded, if you see an error message indicating that the delivery failed, it may be several 

reasons. It could be due to no reply from the FTP server or the Lock user on destination or 

receiver is set to Yes (default) or incorrect FTP server information. 

Check that the lock user is set to “No”, the FTP server information is correct and the FTP 

server is running. 
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Signing an AS3 requires certificates to be loaded. Otherwise an error message saying “NO 

signing certificate” is encountered. The solution is to upload the private certificate at the 

Hub Operator. 
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AS partner ID does not exist occurs when the partner ID’s are not configured properly. The 

solution is to change the participant ID to reflect the correct ID. 
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An error delivery attempt failed is observed when the source gateway on the partner is not 

an ftp gateway instead of http gateway. 

Ensure that the source gateway defined is FTP or FTP scripting. 
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An error “Package and Content ID’s map to different partners” will be observed if the 

source business ID and the target business ID on the inbound AS3 document does not 

match. Ensure that correct EDI  document is sent or change the business ID’s on the 

partner. 
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The next section covers the summary and references. 
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AS3 is a protocol supported over FTP. WebSphere Partner Gateway V6.1 supports AS3 

version 1.1 to transport business documents over FTP or FTPs. This presentation covered 

the details of AS3. 

The configuration is similar to AS1 and AS2 support. 
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